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Review of the last week
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Chapter 6 Homo and hetero junctions

pn homo junctions

Solar cells

Bipolar transistors

John Bardeen, William Shockley,

Walter Brattain 1948 Bell Labs.

Gerald Pearson, Daryl Chapin

and Calvin Fuller at Bell labs. 1954



Current amplification: Linearization with quantity selection
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How a bipolar transistor amplifies signal?



Expression of hFE
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Sweeping out of minority 

carriers at the depletion edge

Diffusion current in the 

base: constant
: linear in x

Device cross section A

The law of mass action

Recombination current:



Example of an amplification circuit



Depletion layer width with reverse bias voltage
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Poisson equation

under conditions

charge:

potential boundary:

The integration gives



Effective capacitance and reverse bias voltage
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V

−𝑉𝑏𝑖

This gives a way for the doping profiling.

Varicap diode circuit example

KB505
Frequency modulation

Phase lock loop 



pn junction field effect transistor (JFET)

Circuit symbols
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pn junction FET
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pinch off (internal) voltage:

Only valid for wd < wt/2.

conductivity

electric field

channel width



I-V characteristics of JFET
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JDS JDS

VDS|VGS|

saturationlinear

VGS =0

JDS vs VDS

VGS

Example: 2N5457 

n-channel 

depletion-type



Application of JFET
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Low linearity → linearization with feedback with high gain

High input impedance, low bias current (operation at the reverse bias region)

: fit the input stage of operational amplifier

Example: OPA827

Inverting amplifier



Schottky barrier (metal-semiconductor junction)
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Walter Schottky

1886-1976

𝐸F

𝑒𝜙𝑀

𝑒𝜙𝑆

𝐸D

𝐸F
𝐸c

𝐸v

metal semiconductor

𝐸F

𝐸c

𝐸v

𝑤𝑑

x0

- Q

Charge balance:

Voltage V -->   barrier height e(Vs-V)
xd

Q: space charge

electrostatic 

potential

barrier overcoming current

No minority carrier injection



MES-FET
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In most cases, the surface barrier is dominated by the pinning of Fermi 

level with the high density surface states.

MES (metal-semiconductor) FET: depletion layer device.

Complementary circuit is difficult.

Saturation effect is a bit weak.

Data are given in S-parameters.

NE76084



MOS FET
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enhancement depletion

inversion

Simplified

CMOS inverter

circuit

PMOS

NMOS

Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) circuit

Low leakage current

Single gate input both on/off switch



FinFET
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High -𝜅 materials for dielectrics other than
Improvement of MOS FET

Low voltage action requirement:

𝜅

SiO2 3.9

HfO4Si 11

Si3N4 7

Al2O3 9

ZrO2 25

HfO2 25

Multi-gate structure to wrap up the conduction channel

Pinch-off the channel with wrapping gate

FinFET structure

Inversion conductive mode

Less than 1 ps

Less than 1 V

TSMC 30 nm gate (2012)TSMC 7 nm

transistors



Heterojunction and envelope function
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Effective mass approximation f(r): envelope function

This holds for spatially slow perturbation U(r).

Then how about heterointerface?

𝜓𝐴(𝒓) 𝜓𝐵(𝒓) 1. For simplicity we assume

z

0
Then continuity condition at z =0 becomes

In xy-plane, the Bloch theorem tells

For z-freedom, we apply 𝑘 ∙ 𝑝 perturbation.
envelope function for z



Heterojunction and envelope function (2)
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with

Continuity condition:

continuity in derivative discontinuity

When the band mixing effect is 

ignorable, we can also apply the 

effective mass approximation 

for the heterojunctions.



Band discontinuity
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Band discontinuity parameters
Anderson’s rule: affinity from the vacuum level 

determines the alignment

R. L. Anderson, IBM J. Res. Dev. 4, 283 (1960).



Heterojunction types
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Type-I Type-II Type-III

(Type-II staggered)



Chapter 7 Quantum Structure 

(Quantum wells, wires, dots)



Quantum well (elementary quantum mechanics)
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𝑉0

−𝐿/2 𝐿/2

𝑥

𝑉(𝑥)

States localized inside the well: 𝐸 < 𝑉0

Outside the well:

Inside the well:

Envelope function 

connection



Quantum well
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Optical absorption of quantum wells
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𝐸g

hh

lh

Envelope functions Lattice periodic functions

Direct transition rate:

Transition energy:

Two dimensional density of states:



Optical absorption of quantum wells
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